
ALCO - floor lamps 

reflector from above

switch with dimmer

Dimmable LED floor lamp for perfect lighting in the modern office or 
workspace. This high quality aluminium lamp creates a very special 
atmosphere with direct and indirect lighting.

The direct light is most essential for the computer workplace with its 
glare-free lighting. The additional indirect light illuminates the rest of 
the room. The floor lamp is continously dimmable with a rotary 
switch. The split base fits around table legs. The reflector and stand 
are made of coloured aluminium, the base is of solid metal, also 
coloured. 

This model is in different executions available:
Art. No. 9080-1 with 60 W
Art. No. 9080-2, 9080-210 and 9080-211 with 80 W.

9080-1 LED-floor lamp, silver
aluminium, base: metal
total: 60 W, 6.896 lm
uplight: 30 W, 4.181 lm / downlight: 30 W, 2.715 lm 
continous dimmable, glarefree downlight,
3.700-4.250 K (neutral white)

9080-2 LED-floor lamp , silver
aluminium, base: metal
total: 80 W, 8.974 lm
uplight: 40 W, 5.454 lm / downlight: 40 W, 3.520 lm 
continous dimmable, glarefree downlight,
3.700-4.250 K (neutral white)

9080-210 LED-floor lamp, white
technical details see above Art. No. 9080-2

9080-211 LED-floor lamp, black
technical details see above Art. No. 9080-2610
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New colours!



ALCO - floor lamps 9

reflector from below

switch with dimmer

Dimmable LED floor lamp for perfect lighting in the modern office or 
workspace.

This high quality aluminium lamp in modern white colour creates a very 
special atmosphere with direct and indirect lighting.The direct light is 
most essential for the computer workplace with its glare-free lighting. The 
additional indirect light illuminates the rest of the room.

The floor lamp is continously dimmable with a rotary switch. A motion 
sensor and a daylight sensor make sure, that the lamp is in function only 
when the presence of a person is detected. The brightness adapts to the 
enviroment because of  the daylight sensor.

The split base fits around table legs. The reflector and stand are made 
of white coloured aluminium, the base is of solid metal, also white 
coloured. 
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908 -  LED-floor lamp, white

aluminium, white, base: metal, white
total: 80 W, 8.974 lm
uplight: 40 W, 5.454 lm / downlight:  W, 3.520 lm 
continous dimmable, glare free downlight,
3.700-4.250 K (neutral white)

white




